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Ben’s Market Brief: Comments From Today 

 

Where Have All the Swiss Stock 

Brokers Gone? 
 

 

 

“Swiss private banks got a massive wake-up call in the past 

10 years,” according to Bank Julius Baer’s CEO referring to 

the demise of secrecy laws that were a significant selling 

point for Switzerland’s private banks until 2009.  

Financial Times London  
April 2016 

 

 

Where have all the Swiss stock brokers gone? I was always amazed how these Swiss 

stock brokers, (aka: relationship managers) could get away with their high fees and 

historically poor investment performance. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

One word explains the true competitive advantage which permitted these Swiss brokers 

to get away with their now, broken business model – “secrecy” 

 

In simple terms, the “secrecy” premium was the underlying reason why Swiss banks 

could charge many foreigners with exorbitant fees and subpar investment returns.  

Foreign clients “put up and shut up” for the sake of “secrecy”. In essence, they were 

hostage to whatever their Swiss brokers could charge.  

 

Truth be told, these “relationship managers” were in effect glorified stock brokers-lunch 

partners. Perhaps, having a Swiss “relationship manager” made the pain of excessive 

fees and poor investment returns more bearable for foreign clients. 

 

Over the last ten years, the U.S Congress and the IRS have shut down a large component 

of tax evasion by cutting off the major “enablers” – these Swiss private banks and their 

army of brokers. As a result, a Swiss brokerage account is no longer such an easy place to 

hide ill-gotten gains.  
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Next purchase date Value Contrarian Fund:   May 27, 2016 (call today: 514-398-0808) 

Your comments are always welcome via e-mail (benh@valuecontrarian.com) or LinkedIn.  

Please note: The timing of Ben’s market comments will only be sent when something of 

value should be shared.  


